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QI-A
A 3.08 x 104 Kg meteorite is on exhibit in new york city . suppose this 

-,,,_f n,, * rsrrli
meteorite are separated by L.27 x 107 m . if the gravitational fbrce I
between them is 2.BB x 10-16N. l,

What is the mass of the second meteorite? in Kg and Slug (10 mtrks) .-,i_ _5^'*B-
The screw in Figure is subjected to two forces, Fr and f,2. Determine the magnitude ((?r -- ':

and direction of the resultant force.by using parallelogram law. (1 5 marks) Ji,
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A force F of magnitude 50 N is exerted on the automobile parking ;,. - .; ----\l- -"i1.,..:;: 1:1

- brake lever at the position (X: 250 mm). determine the moment 
. rlr 

i:"i"" --r**:_#:fu;|-a;' .;,i
at the pivot point o. , ...1.*,.',''--*

Q3.
The rectangular plate is supported by hinges along its side BC and by '-i-til:,..
the cable AE. if the cable tension is 300N. determine the projection ,; .l(y ''),,
onto line BC of the force exerted on the plate by the cable. ;'!' /,
NOT, that E is the midpoint of the horizontal upper edge of the .1.,i - ,- ,, 7i;,,
slructure support. ,/ i ,r.1
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Replace the two forces and single couple by an equivalent force $$. ., , 
,

- couple system at point A. -1 I -' ,
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During a drilling operation, the small robotic device is subjected 

:
to an 800N force at point C as shown. replace this force by an , :i.rJ,i,,:,
equivalent force - couple system at point O . :ri
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